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Pandora's Box Aug 03 2020 Unlike the typical novels, PANDORA’S BOX TRILOGY are hybrid books combining fiction and history. The fictional story revolves around life lessons and my past experiences. The
trilogy I've created is unique because it doesn't matter what order they’re read in. Each book can stand on its own and provides enough detail that knowledge of the other books isn't necessary. Although they have some
of the same main characters throughout the series, each book has a story and writing style different from the rest. As readers move on to the other books in the series they’ll find connections that are very stimulating and
give them a deeper understanding of the characters and life lessons they previously learned. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- PANDORA’S BOX: TRIFORCE is an
alternative-world fiction book. Darth goes on a quest for the Infinity Stone. Unforeseen circumstances occur that cripples and almost kills him. He ends up in a foreign land that’s been plagued by evil. While recovering
his health, Darth greatly improves the quality of life for the people. The royals get wind of him and haul Darth away to become an indentured servant. They do everything in their power to break him. Sunita Lady of the
Berkana arrives soon after as the sage representative. With her magic and wisdom, Sunita helps prepare for the Sacred Ordeal to rid the land of evil. With the help of Darth, she also reveals the corruption destroying the
kingdom!
Bandits Hollow Mar 30 2020 On a clear winter night, the Cold Moon shines a light that illuminates the past… Evangeline Tinker has always been as spooky as hell and the best fortune teller this side of the Mississippi.
But not even she can hide her passionate history with a notorious outlaw when he comes back to find her in order to finish what they started--from a past life. Yet there's a reason she left Virgil Hollow once, because a
love like that can consume your whole soul. As the December snow collects around Bender Lake and sparkles as bright as Christmas tinsel, Evangeline must decide whether to try and escape through time travel or to
trust Virgil enough to open her heart again. Only this time, her psychic powers won't be able to predict her future... Bandits Hollow is a prequel novella in the Iron Feather Brothers contemporary western romance series.
Iron Feather Brothers Series: Meet the Iron Feather brothers--they're tough, they're dangerous, and family means everything to them. Whether it's living up to their ancestor's outlaw reputation or brandishing their own
style of justice, these men have each other's backs. And it takes very special women to get under their skin and untangle their barbed-wire hearts in order to find love in this contemporary western romance series set in the
Rocky Mountains.
Rattle of Bones (Illustrated) Nov 18 2021 First published in Weird Tales, June 1929. In Germany Kane meets a traveler named Gaston L'Armon, who seems familiar to Kane, and together they take rooms in the Cleft
Skull Tavern.
James and the Sky Bandits Jan 08 2021 ‘Oooh, you are a cheeky wretch!’ said the Colonel, a little put out by the secret smile which appeared on James’ face. ‘You’ll see how funny this all is when you’re smited by a
Grabandle, or when you’ve had your head chewed off by the Giant Sand Serpent of the Dead Plains!’ The snort became a raspberry which burst from James’ pursed lips and he laughed even harder. A Giant Sand
Serpent?! Smited by a Grabandle?! This was all becoming too much! The Colonel became more and more irate by the apparent humour James was finding in everything he was saying. There was nothing at all humorous
about being robbed and then having your knees gnawed at by a Sinister Neeblestack, or being digested by the Gurglebelch! He began to think the boy was quite insane. James felt as though he had lost the plot too! James
is bored. His town is boring and his job is boring. He craves escape and adventure. One day, when he comes across two rather peculiar characters, it seems his wish is about to come true. But this isn't the kind of
swashbuckling adventure he had in mind, and he soon discovers that not all is quite what it seems. A comic fantasy adventure story suitable for both young adults and older adults looking for a fun read and a bit of
escapism themselves.

Lantern Sam and the Blue Streak Bandits Oct 17 2021 “An atmospheric late-1930s adventure with old-time cinematic appeal. Fans of fast-paced, far-fetched action will lap it up as enthusiastically as Sam swallows
his favorite brand of sardines.” —Kirkus Reviews Lantern Sam is the wise-cracking, sarcastic, talking cat (for those who can hear him, that is) who lives on board the Lake Erie Shoreliner train and is one of the best
detectives no one knows about. He doesn’t have much patience for humans (unless they bring him sardines), but when 10-year-old traveler Henry can’t find his new friend, the exuberant Ellie, Sam’s enlisted to help. A
ransom note is soon discovered and just like that, Sam and Henry are on the case, with the help of Clarence the Conductor (who supplies Sam’s sardines). But is Ellie still on board the train? Did the salesman with his
trunk full of samples sneak her off? And why does that couple keep acting so suspiciously? Veteran middle-grade mystery author Michael D. Beil has crafted a hilarious and appealing adventure set in the 1930s that’s
chock-full of quirky characters and red herrings, and all with an irresistible cat at its center.
Monks, Bandits, Lovers, and Immortals Sep 04 2020 This magnificent collection of eleven early [1250–1450] Chinese plays will give readers a vivid sense of life and a clear understanding of dramatic literature during
an extraordinarily eventful period in Chinese history. Not only are the eleven plays in this volume expertly translated into lively, idiomatic English; they are each provided with illuminating, scholarly introductions that
are yet fully intelligible to the educated lay reader. A marvelous volume.--Victor Mair, University of Pennsylvania
THE LIES MEN TELL Apr 11 2021
Reminiscences of J. L. Toole May 12 2021
North Carolina Bandits, Bushwackers, Outlaws, Crooks, Devils, Ghosts, Desperadoes and Other Assorted and Sundry Characters! Jun 01 2020 Covers a variety of people and stories from the state of North
Carolina; emphasizes history, geography, consequences, the famous, the unknown and many more.
Contamination Europe - a Post-apocalyptic Role Playing Game Aug 27 2022
The Bandit King Sep 16 2021 Tristan d'Arcenne is what he always wished to be -- Vianne di Rocancheil's Consort. But Vianne is no more a noblewoman, she is the Queen of Arquitaine, faced with treachery, invasion,
war, and a Consort whose secrets may well shatter their marriage. For before Tristan was hers, he belonged to a King. . .and that King died by Tristan's hand. Arquitaine needs them both. The country is locked in a
deadly game whose rules change by the moment. The Queen is an adept player, but hardly ruthless enough. The contest requires a man who has nothing to lose, a man who has already done the worst and will continue to
do so for his wife, his country, and his own salvation. The Bandit King approaches. . .
Remember Me Apr 30 2020 Remember Me is a thrilling story that begins in modern-day North Carolina and moves the reader back in time to the Crusades, all through the eyes of a young Englishman, William (Will)
Wirral. Will befriends a Jinn, an ancient, immortal creature, and we follow their interwoven tales as they journey to the Holy Lands and back again. There are many close calls and narrow escapes, and the reader learns
about life before electricity, motors and engines, and all the modern conveniences we take for granted. Imagine walking a year to reach a destination. The reader learns about ancient culture, medicine, and food as well as
about the various beliefs and religious practices of the time. It is an awesome journey through time and the reader is right there in the old monastery, the primitive village, the farm, the camp, and the battle. Remember
Me is fun and educational. Elsa Bonstein
Sita and the Forest Bandits Feb 09 2021
BANDIT'S MOUNTAIN Sep 28 2022 Bandit's Mountain takes place in the wilderness of Montana, after an earthquake levels a prison and frees twelve convicts. The convicts embark on a killing rampage in their quest
to Canada and freedom. Ben Harper is a man who has the world by its tail. He is a man of honor, a man who keeps his promises. As he crosses the Montana state line on his way home on military leave, he reflects back
on his troubled youth and on a stranger he attempted to rob. This stranger would change his life and become the man Ben called his father. Tired and hungry, Ben stops at motel and meets Wanda Jenkins, a lonely
waitress. This chance meeting soon develops into a passionate love affair. Ben continues on his way home, promising to return for Wanda. After suffering car trouble, Ben finally reaches his destination only to find his
parents murdered and his world shattered. A bloody note, found in his father's lifeless hand, sends Ben off on a trail of vigilante justice to a place called Bandit's Mountain.
The Civilizing Machine Aug 15 2021 In late nineteenth-century Mexico the Mexican populace was fascinated with the country’s booming railroad network. Newspapers and periodicals were filled with art, poetry,
literature, and social commentaries exploring the symbolic power of the railroad. As a symbol of economic, political, and industrial modernization, the locomotive served to demarcate a nation’s status in the world.
However, the dangers of locomotive travel, complicated by the fact that Mexico’s railroads were foreign owned and operated, meant that the railroad could also symbolize disorder, death, and foreign domination. In The
Civilizing Machine Michael Matthews explores the ideological and cultural milieu that shaped the Mexican people’s understanding of technology. Intrinsically tied to the Porfiriato, the thirty-five-year dictatorship of
Gen. Porfirio Díaz, the booming railroad network represented material progress in a country seeking its place in the modern world. Matthews discloses how the railroad’s development represented the crowning
achievement of the regime and the material incarnation of its mantra, “order and progress.” The Porfirian administration evoked the railroad in legitimizing and justifying its own reign, while political opponents
employed the same rhetorical themes embodied by the railroads to challenge the manner in which that regime achieved economic development and modernization. As Matthews illustrates, the multiple symbols of the
locomotive reflected deepening social divisions and foreshadowed the conflicts that eventually brought about the Mexican Revolution.
Bandits, Eunuchs, and the Son of Heaven Oct 25 2019 To understand how this extraordinary meeting came about requires a consideration of the economy of violence during the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). Here, for the
first time in any language, is a detailed look at the role of illicit violence during the Ming.".
Dog Soldier of "Los Cerrillos" Jul 14 2021 In the 1900s, technology was advancing at a speed which was at that time in Santa Fe as well as everyplace else, not only very new, but confusing and scary to many,
especially for the older folks that were comfortable with the way things were. Particularly, it seemed so in most of New Mexico, where tradition was fossilized in a state of mañana, tomorrow. What’s the hurry? Like
everything else, with time, people accepted what was new in their life and soon found these new technologies a real need. From small and large companies to each individual, new electronic gadgets became both
lifesavers as well as hindrances at times. Dog Soldier of Los Cerrillos encompasses the life of some old military combat veterans and their tributes to freedom as well as their unhealed wounds. For many, the thousandyard stare stayed with them for years. Combat made many soldiers chain-smoke, use drugs, and drink themselves drunk in hopes of reducing the pressure of always being in that life-or-death situation through every
mission that would, as time went on, manifest itself into a lifetime of addiction. Cecil Franklin was no different. As a civilian who constantly fought his alcoholism. Falling off of the wagon came and went as life’s
pressures grew or ebbed. Being Cheyenne and raised on the reservation in his early years was to teach him the old ways but as he became a young man he had searched out a trade in hopes of assimilating into modern
society and move from the poverty of the reservation. He was, as were many other young men, serving in the military and the war in Vietnam. By a stroke of luck he became the handler of a black Labrador called Jet and
one of a five man tracker team that searched and hunted in what was sometimes called Indian Country behind enemy lines. After his service, Cecil married, had fathered a daughter, divorced, and raised his daughter on
his own after moving to Santa Fe, New Mexico, where his life took many turns.
A Tale of Buddhas and Bandits Feb 21 2022 'Kerr is the Bill Bryson of the Playstation generation' Billy had only gone out for a bacon roll but in his hungover state had vowed to find Buddha a more fitting home. The

only problem was that the Buddhas new home happened to be in Bangkok. And so begins a journey that will transport Billy and his partner Ellen around the world and back again. Trouble is never far away from this
hapless duo. They stumble across a Scottish themed brothel, buy hippo penis cream instead of malaria pills and highjack a stage to sing the Scottish Anthem. But all the fun of travel soon evaporates. An incident occurs
that turns the couples's happy go lucky experience in to a nightmare and brings them close to death and even closer to madness. Startlingly honest, ridiculously funny and horrifyingly frightening, A Tale of Buddhas and
Bandits is the true story of two years in the life of an itinerant couple.
Florida Bandits, Bushwackers, Outlaws, Crooks, Devils, Ghosts, Desperadoes and Other Assorted and Sundry Characters! Sep 23 2019
The Chinese Bandit Dec 07 2020 New York Times–bestselling author Stephen Becker’s “breathlessly exciting” (Cosmopolitan) post-WWII adventure about an ex-marine on the run for his life. That summer they
hanged a fat man at the Western gate as a warning and example to all. Kao was a traitor, a thief, a pimp, a black marketeer—and Jake Dodds’s partner. So what if he traded stolen military supplies with the Japanese, Jake
wants to know. He never cheated me. But 1947 Peking is a savage, cutthroat city, and the United States Marine Corps sergeant is too busy saving his own skin to put up a fight over Kao’s fate. Jake served his country
with honor in World War II, but when he knocks an American brigadier general through a barroom window, no amount of battlefield scars or combat medals will save him from prison. So he sets out across the Gobi
Desert with a caravan of Kao’s illicit goods—and plunges into a world of violence and treachery that will take every ounce of his strength and intelligence to survive. Pursued by Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist Army and
a bandit chieftain named Tiger’s Assistant Demon, Jake disappears into the mountains—but the chaos of postwar China is inescapable, and “peace” has never been a part of this two-fisted adventurer’s vocabulary.
Gripping and rich with cinematic detail, The Chinese Bandit will please history buffs and thriller fans alike and “keep readers turning pages through the night” (Los Angeles Times). The Chinese Bandit is the 1st book in
the Far East Trilogy, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
The Gaslight Bandits Oct 05 2020 “Take a trip through a Wormhole to another world, then Mix a Shoot’Em Up Western with Victorian Steampunk, add a dash of mystery…” "A young woman is thrust into danger when
she is drafted to help investigate a series of train robberies." After their crazy father killed their mother, sixteen-year-old Francis Dominique became solely responsible for the welfare of her two young sisters. The colony
of St. Antoni is a rough place; a woman needs to be smart and tough enough to protect, feed and clothe herself or find a man to do it for her. Francis opted for the first choice, and went to work for the Enforcers, St.
Antoni's elite law enforcement bureau. She tries desperately to keep her mind on her work and not dream about her boss, the handsome, devil-may-care Hercule Jones. When she is drafted into taking part in an
investigation, she finds herself embroiled up to her neck trying to identify the outlaws robbing the trains connecting St. Antoni's City States. Then the investigation turns dangerous and personal problems begin piling up.
Her father escapes from the Asylum for the criminally insane, and a lawyer with a custody writ arrives intending to drag her and her sisters to Copper City to live with grandparents who have ignored their existence until
now. Can Francis keep her sisters safe and catch the outlaws without being killed herself?
Bandit Jan 20 2022 'Raw, poetic and compulsively readable ... I can’t wait to buy a copy for everyone I know.' Kathryn Stockett, author of The Help The summer she turned thirteen, Molly Brodak’s father was arrested
for robbing eleven banks. In time, the image she held of him would unravel further, as more and more unexpected facets of his personality came to light. Bandit is her attempt to discover what, exactly, is left, when the
most fundamental relationship of your life turns out to have been built on falsehoods. It is also a scrupulously honest account of learning how to trust again, and to rebuild the very idea of family from scratch. Refusing to
fence off the trickier sides of her father’s character, Brodak tries to find, through crystalline, spellbinding prose, a version of him that does not rely on the easy answers but allows him to be: an unknowable and
incomprehensible whole – who is also her father. Unforgettable, moving, and utterly relatable, Bandit is a story of the unpredictable complexity of family.
Bandit's Embrace May 24 2022 TOO AROUSED TO RESIST When her scheming, jealous stepmother-to-be forced Amethyst Durango to enter a convent, the headstrong heiress swore she'd experience life to the fullest
before being shut away. And when her violet eyes gazed upon the handsome Texas drifter at a sleepy stage stopover, Amethyst knew she'd found her mate. His sensual glance made her shiver with anticipation; his big
calloused hands would electrify her with ecstasy. But when he galloped off afterwards without any promises to rescue her, the deceived senorita vowed she'd get back at the double-crosser—even if it meant never
savoring his lying lips again! TOO LUCIOUS TO BE LAWFUL Rangy, rugged Bandit knew how to hold his cards, his liquor and his women, but when he first met the alluring Mexican maiden, he knew this was one
gal he shouldn't touch! She was too young, too innocent, and too rich for a no-good mixed-blood cowboy like himself. Still, he couldn't stop his mouth from crushing hers any more than he could keep a stallion from a
mare. And after he'd tasted and teased her, and pleasured and pleased her, it was too late to tell Amethyst he was on the run—and he could never again shelter her in his BANDIT'S EMBRACE.
The Brotherhood of Bandits Nov 25 2019 RITA® Award winner M. Malone’s hot-blooded series about an outcast band of dragon shifters! All 3 books together for the first time. Nathan Drake will take any job that
keeps food on the table. Living on the outskirts of dragon shifter society has left little room for ethics. Whether it's drugs, jewels or weapons, he'll recover whatever the client wants, for his cut of the loot of course. Until
the day he recovers something he can't ignore. A girl. When Ian Drake is shot down after visiting dragon territory, his only thought is to warn his brothers of the coming danger. Attacked with some kind of chemical
weapon, he is unable to shift into his dragon form. For the first time in years, the protector finds himself vulnerable and his salvation comes in a form he’d never expect. A woman. Gavin Drake still mourns the mate he
lost far too young. Despite the risks, he’s determined to break the mate bond, figuring it can't be worse than living without the other half of his soul. Until he discovers that there is something worse. Discovering that his
mate has been alive all along.
worlds within words Dec 27 2019
Dragonsbane Jul 22 2019 With the thrones of the Sovereign Five broken, the Kingdom sits on the brink of ruin. A new threat rises from the north — an alliance between two rulers. While the Earl and the Countess plot
for the throne, King Crevan slips deeper into madness. All of their fates are intertwined … and may yet be tied to a boy from the mountains. Forced to choose between avenging his village and protecting those he loves,
Kael begins the long journey home. His travels soon dissolve into chaos: dark rumors plague him, a war between shamans has erupted in his path, and he’s fairly certain one of the Countess’s agents is following him.
Still, he knows that all of these troubles are nothing compared to the danger that lurks in the Unforgivable Mountains — what he doesn’t know is how one simple choice may change his world forever. The die has been
cast.
The Bandits from Río Frío Jun 25 2022 An epic of Mexican life in the early 19th century follows Juan Robre, an illegitimate child of nobility, as he searches for the truth of his birth, and becomes associated with a
notorious bandit.
Baloney and the Bully Bandits Jan 28 2020 Mick and his dog Baloney are separated after moving into a new neighborhood. Baloney ends up following a gang of dogsknown astheBully Bandits. The Bully Bandits are
Molar, Chaos, and Squirt. These dogs are fast on their feet and teach Baloney the rules of the street. While on the run from the dog catcher, Baloney takes the advice of a smart alley cat who warns Baloneynot to hangout
with the Bully Bandits or he will end up in the pound. Baloney realizes"this gang life is notgood forme. I don't need a gang when I have a family." Follow Baloney on a crazyadventure as he retraces his steps and tries
toturn his lifearoundfinding his way home safe and sound.
Lunch Box Bandit Oct 29 2022 The Lunch Box Bandit There were no lunch boxes involved. These were paper bags with lunches inside them. But the term, "Lunch Box Bandit", was used to describe me. Why would I

do this? Because I was hungry. I was always told by my stepmother, I ate way more her children and that I was fat. Well, I was bigger (because I was older), and even though I was only skin and bones, I was still bigger
than her kids. That made me fat. I was literally, a skeleton with a little meat on my bones. As a result of all this, I ended up a Ward of the State, on the grounds of being mentally and physically abused by my stepmother.
I did not make these accusations, the State did. But there was another side. As a State Ward, I met an orphan named Alex Zander Magnisson. He was tall, dark blond and addictive. His pretty brown eyes compelled me to
do and say just about anything and everything to please him. Then he became rich, famous and a rock star. I was his muse and music saved me. I made a thousand bad choices and some really good ones. This is my
story. My name is Carian Altenburger. Warning: Due to the graphic nature of this book, it is recommended that readers be at least 18 years of age. This book contains physical, sexual and mental abuse. It also includes
rape and sexually explicit scenes. If these are triggers, perhaps you should not buy this book.
Bandits and Ball Gowns Mar 22 2022 ***Only $2.99 to celebrate the launch of Book 6, FIRE AND CINDER*** One Prince Finds True Love ... And Risks It All Elle Cynder has fallen hard for Alec, the 'prince' of Le
Charme Jewelers. Time for some happily in their ever after, right? Not so much. While the new couple shares joyful moments--and sizzling kisses--serious trouble is brewing. Elle's evil stepmother, Marchesa, schemes
with none other than Alec's twisted father, Legend. Their plan? Destroy Elle and Alec, along with everything the young lovers hold dear, including Bry, Knox, and Wilhelm. Another Royal Freezes His Heart ... But For
How Long? As a prince of the dark fae, Jacoby focuses on one goal: avoid assassination. Marrying Elle would certainly aid in that cause, considering how she's both a Cinderella life template and a powerful fae warden.
Even better, Jacoby doesn't truly love Elle. In court life, deep romantic attachments only mean certain death. Then Jacoby notices Elle's youngest stepsister, Agatha. For the first time in his life, Jacoby's cold heart warms
with true affection. The elven prince struggles to ignore his feelings, but it might be a losing battle. And what would the prince's newfound emotions mean for Elle and Alec? Could Jacoby really stand by and watch
another's true love be destroyed? Buckle up for a wild ride as Cinderella's time-honored story gets some all-new twists. Fairy Tales of the Magicorum Series A series of modern fairy tales with sass, action and romance 1.
Wolves and Roses 2. Moonlight and Midtown 3. Shifters and Glyphs 4. Slippers and Thieves 5. Bandits and Ball Gowns 6. Fire and Cinder 7. Fairies and Frosting 8. Towers and Tithes
Fragrance Through Bone Aug 23 2019 Her mother died early and her father was lazy. Her father sold her into a rich family to be a maid.When she was in the rich family, she met a young master who was willing to
protect her and was considerate to her. They fell in love. She loved him deeply, in order to make up for the disparity in status, she worked very hard to become the hostess of this family. But she understood that if she
wanted to be the hostess, she also needed to make use of bad-minded people and beware of those who wanted to frame her. Facing all these challenges, what would she do??About the Author?Sa Bu Liao Feng Jiu Fa
Sha, an online novelist, she wrote Fragrance Through Bone which has been highly praised. This novel has a rich storyline and smooth and beautiful writing.
Souvenir of J.L. Toole Jul 02 2020
Bandits of the Cylinder Mar 10 2021 DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "Bandits of the Cylinder" by Raymond King Cummings. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy
of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.
King of Bandit Jing Jun 13 2021
The Buddha Bandits Down Highway 99 Apr 23 2022
Bandits Nov 06 2020 A trailblazing study of the social bandit or rebel BANDITS is a study of the social bandit or bandit-rebel - robbers and outlaws who are not regarded by public opinion as simple criminals, but
rather as champions of social justice, as avengers or as primitive resistance fighters. Whether Balkan haiduks, Indian dacoits or Brazilian congaceiros, their spectacular exploits have been celebrated and preserved in story
and myth. Some are only know to their fellow countrymen; others such as Rob Roy, Robin Hood and Jesse James are famous throughout the world. First published in 1969, BANDITS inspired a new field of historical
study: bandit history.
The Scroll of Years Jun 20 2019 It's Brent Weeks meets China Mieville in this wildly imaginative fantasy debut featuring high action, elegant writing, and sword and sorcery with a Chinese flare. Persimmon Gaunt and
Imago Bone are a romantic couple and partners in crime. Persimmon is a poet from a well-to-do family, who found herself looking for adventure, while Imago is a thief in his ninth decade who is double-cursed, and his
body has not aged in nearly seventy years. Together, their services and wanderlust have taken them into places better left unseen, and against odds best not spoken about. Now, they find themselves looking to get away,
to the edge of the world, with Persimmon pregnant with their child, and the most feared duo of assassins hot on their trail. However, all is never what it seems, and a sordid adventure--complete with magic scrolls, gangs
of thieves, and dragons both eastern and western--is at hand.
The Bone Thief Dec 19 2021 The Spice Ghosts have descended on Roshaven accusing Jenni of stealing their sacred bones and are threatening to destroy the city if they are not returned but Jenni the sprite has no idea
what they’re talking about. With the help of her boss, Chief Thief-Catcher Ned Spinks, Jenni promises to find and return them however the skeletal trail leads them into the dark and dangerous waters of the dread Sea
Witch. Ned is out of his depth and frantically treading water while Jenni must fight to avoid becoming catch of the day. The Bone Thief is the third quirky magical mystery adventure set in the Roshaven series of
humorous fantasy novels.
Midnight Bandits Jul 26 2022 When a trio of art thieves arrive for a heist, their plan is sure to go off without a hitch…unless, of course, there’s a roommate dispute. This play is part of the short play collection Rogues'
Gallery and can be licensed separately or as part of the collection. Comedy Short Play. 10 minutes 3 actors, any gender
Bank's Bandits Feb 27 2020
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